Overview

A few bright stars associated with every constellation have been named by different cultures.

European and Arabic culture names were assigned by early Roman, Babylonian, Greek, Sumerian, and Arab astronomers.

Other cultures, such as Native American and Chinese, have their own names for the same stars.

The inconsistency of star names necessitated the development of a more systematic method of nomenclature, or naming.

We now use brightness as the criterion to label stars within any given constellation.

The star with the brightest apparent magnitude in each constellation is named “alpha,” followed by the possessive form of the Latin name for the constellation; the second brightest, “beta,” the third brightest, “gamma,” and so on down through the Greek alphabet. For example, “Capella” has a scientific name of “alpha Aurigae”, “α Aurigae,” or “α Aur” (“Aur” being the abbreviation for Auriga).
Overview

Since there are more stars in a constellation than letters in the Greek alphabet, several different naming systems take over after the last Greek letter is used.

To the right are the possessive forms and abbreviations for the constellations and the Greek alphabet for reference in naming the stars within the constellations.
Constellations
Constellations Today

- Today there are 88 constellations
- Historical uses:
  - Cultural
  - Navigation
  - Story telling
  - Artistic
- Appear to move across sky due to Earth’s rotation
- Sun and Planets follow a path across the constellations called The Ecliptic
- From these constellations, the brightest stars were given names
**Constellations: Why & How**

- There isn’t a physical reason for a particular constellation
- These are stars that happen to be in the same place in the sky
- Some have been constant between civilizations that had no contact with each other:
  - Ex. Orion, Scorpius
**Stellar Names**

- Star Names: Brightest stars visible to the naked eye have all been given proper names.
- Mostly Arabic & Greek revealing the chain of transmission of the western astronomical tradition:
  - Most of the star names in the sky are Arabic
  - Arabic: Rigel, Alberio, Deneb
  - Greek: Sirius (dog star), Arcturus
  - Latin: Polaris, Spica

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constellation</th>
<th>Star Name</th>
<th>Arabic Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ursa Major</td>
<td>80 UMa</td>
<td>Alcor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>η Tauri</td>
<td>Alcyone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurus</td>
<td>α Tauri</td>
<td>Aldebaran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Stellar Names Example**
Questions?